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The TRANSFAC database on transcription factors,
their binding sites, nucleotide distribution matrices
and regulated genes as well as the complementing
database TRANSCompel on composite elements
have been further enhanced on various levels. A
new web interface with different search options and
integrated versions of MatchTM and PatchTM provides
increased functionality for TRANSFAC . The list of
databases which are linked to the common GENE
table of TRANSFAC and TRANSCompel has been
extended by: Ensembl, UniGene, EntrezGene,
HumanPSDTM and TRANSPROTM. Standard gene
names from HGNC, MGI and RGD, are included for
human, mouse and rat genes, respectively. With
the help of InterProScan, Pfam, SMART and
PROSITE domains are assigned automatically to
the protein sequences of the transcription factors.
TRANSCompel contains now, in addition to the
COMPEL table, a separate table for detailed information on the experimental EVIDENCE on which
the composite elements are based. Finally, for
TRANSFAC , in respect of data growth, in particular the gain of Drosophila transcription factor
binding sites (by courtesy of the Drosophila DNase I
footprint database) and of Arabidopsis factors
(by courtesy of DATF, Database of Arabidopsis
Transcription Factors) has to be stressed. The here
described public releases, TRANSFAC 7.0 and
TRANSCompel 7.0, are accessible under http://
www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.html.
INTRODUCTION
For a better understanding of almost all life processes, a
deeper knowledge of gene regulation seems indispensable.

TRANSFAC (1–3) and TRANSCompel (3,4) are among
those databases which have been contributing for years to sight
and order the published data on eukaryotic gene transcription
regulation and, by doing so, to make the available data applicable for analysis and predictions. The primary data in the two
databases (e.g. DNA-binding sites in TRANSFAC , composite elements in TRANSCompel ) are based on experimental
evidence. These data are extracted by curators from peerreviewed papers. The curators search the scientific literature
for suitable data, which are then entered via an input client,
making use of controlled vocabulary and various automated
functions, into a relational database, from which flatfile
releases are generated from time to time. Collection of
these data in a structured form allows us to deduce—via comparison and classification—secondary or so-called meta-data
(e.g. nucleotide distribution matrices, factor classification).
Both types of data, the primary as well as the secondary
data, can then serve for (sequence-based) predictions by certain programs, e.g. Match (5) (for matrix-based transcription
factor binding site searches), Patch (for pattern-based transcription factor binding site searches) and P-Match (6) (for a
mixture of matrix- and pattern-based binding site searches).
(These programs are all available on the same server as the
herein described databases.)
Content of TRANSFAC and TRANSCompel
The primary data of TRANSFAC are stored in the three
tables FACTOR, SITE and GENE for information on transcription factors, their binding sites and regulated genes,
respectively. Besides genomic binding sites, the SITE table
contains also so-called artificial binding sites, which are
mostly sites from random oligonucleotide selection assays,
and IUPAC consensus sequences. Nucleotide distribution matrices, which are derived from a collection of binding sites for a
particular factor are stored in the MATRIX table, while the
CLASS table groups the transcription factors according to
their DNA-binding domains. In addition to this CLASS
table, the factor entries are linked to the respective nodes in
a classification hierarchy (7). In a sixth table (CELL), cell lines
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Table 1. Number of entries in the tables of TRANSFAC 7.0 and
TRANSCompel 7.0
Table

TRANSFAC Rel. 7.0

COMPEL (composite elements)

6133
1040
765
233
1751
368
7915
398
2397
608
417
145
115
195
1504
50
1307
TRANSCompel Rel. 7.0
322

and other kinds of factor sources, which were used for detection of a binding site/binding activity, are stored (Table 1).
While TRANSFAC deals essentially with single factor–
site interactions, the focus of TRANSCompel is on so-called
composite elements, consisting of two (or more) neighboring
binding sites, characterized by synergistic or antagonistic
effects between the two transcription factors binding to
them. They are, thus, the smallest units of combinatorial transcriptional regulation (Table 1).
Recent changes in the database structure
In the TRANSFAC GENE table a new field has been introduced for the inclusion of information on the regulation of
gene expression, especially when this information cannot be
assigned (yet) to a particular binding site. The CELL table,
which contains entries of cell lines or other factor sources, lists
now all SITE entries, for which binding activity was shown
under the given conditions. The factor CLASS entries have
been linked to the respective nodes in the hierarchical factor
classification. The links from GENE entries (TRANSFAC )
to composite elements (in TRANSCompel ) are no longer
listed among other database links, but are given now subsequent to the listed binding sites, and, as for those, the positions of the composite elements within the gene (usually
relative to the transcription start site, TSS) are given. The
structure of TRANScompel has been fundamentally changed. The database consists now of two tables. The COMPEL
table contains general information about the composite elements including sequence, positions, gene, names of cooperating transcription factors as well as a brief list of the
experimental evidence, while detailed information about the
experimental evidence, confirming physical and functional
interactions between the corresponding transcription factors,
can be found in the EVIDENCE table.
Linking to other databases
Linking to other databases has been extended. The FACTOR
and GENE entries of TRANSFAC have been linked to the

respective protein reports in HumanPSD (8). GENE entries
from human, mouse and rat have been linked to the promoter
database TRANSPRO [see the paper about TiProD (9)], and
the corresponding SITE entries were also mapped to the promoter sequences in TRANSPRO, where absolute genomic
positions are given for the promoter sequences. These
sequences in TRANSPRO reach from 10 000 nt upstream
to 1000 nt downstream relative to the accepted ‘virtual TSSs’,
which are derived by weighting documented TSSs from different resources (9). FACTOR–SITE–GENE links are mirrored as ‘trans-regulations’ (FACTOR!GENE) in
TRANSPATH (10,11), where these are incorporated into
the overall regulation network of the cell. For yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) genes, now standard open reading frame
names are given under synonyms. For human, mouse and
rat genes (and factors) HGNC (12), MGI (13) and RGD
(14) gene symbols are given, respectively. (The HGNC,
MGI and RGD gene symbols appear in the GENE table
under external database links and in the FACTOR table alongside the GENE link.) Further, new links to Ensembl (15) and
UniGene (16), as well as Affymetrix probe set IDs were added
to the GENE table, and the links to LocusLink were changed
into EntrezGene (17) links and expanded from human to
mouse and rat, as well as—to a smaller extend—other
organisms.
Automatic factor domain assignment
For each release protein sequences are analyzed with InterProScan (18). From the databases integrated by InterPro, Pfam
(19) and SMART (20), as well as PROSITE (21) models
corresponding to low-complexity regions are selected. The
automatically assigned domains, which are linked to the corresponding Pfam, SMART and PROSITE entries, are meant
to complement the manually annotated domains, many of
which are based on functional studies reported in the original
literature.
From Arabidopsis to Drosophila
Besides a general data increase, with major focus on human,
mouse, rat and other vertebrate organisms, especially the
amount of Arabidopsis thaliana and Drosophila melanogaster
data has been increased for TRANSFAC 7.0. This was
accomplished in particular by import of 1440 factor entries
from DATF, Database of Arabidopsis transcription factors
[http://datf.cbi.pku.edu.cn/ (22)], and 899 genomic site entries
from the Drosophila DNase I footprint database [http://www.
flyreg.org/ (23)]. The imported data are referenced accordingly
and are linked to the respective databases, from which they
were derived. In addition, the Drosophila gene entries linked
to the newly imported sites contain pointers to FlyBase (24)
and EntrezGene (17). Identifiers used by Ensembl which are
synonyms in FlyBase and EntrezGene (e.g. CG3481) were
introduced as synonyms of the gene name and were used
for mapping during the import procedure.
New web interface
TRANSFAC and the programs Match and Patch, for
transcription factor binding site searches, are now combined
under a common web interface. In addition to the ‘one table
search’ the new search engine has a search mode for
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simultaneous search in all tables. The ‘one table search’ contains now the possibility to combine searches in up to three
fields at the same time or to make batch search and further
options. The user can also choose the output fields, which are
to be displayed in the result list. Each search can be stored and
refined later on or the stored search result (list of accession
numbers) can serve as input for a batch search in another table.
Finally, on the basis of the result from a search in the SITE
or MATRIX table, ‘profiles’ (sets of sites or matrices) can
be created, which can be used by the integrated version of
Patch or Match, respectively, for sequence analyses.
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